Relationship between Creative Inspiration, Self-Evaluated Satisfaction and Brain Activity through Simplified Music Composition
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Abstract

The human prefrontal cortex (PFC) is an important target for a research which attempt to elucidate and control at will of higher brain function using non-invasive neuroimaging techniques. In particular, creativity is specific higher human brain function and integral for evolution of human society. Creative inspirations generated during creative activity often solve hard problems and lead us in the good direction. The present study examined the PFC activity when creative inspiration happened and an influence of difference of brain activity on quality of creation, using the simplified music composition task and near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS). Deeply understanding these brain function possibly builds a foundation for development of methods to stimulate brain activation for creativity.

The PFC activity measurements were achieved by measuring oxygen metabolism in cerebral blood flow (CBF) using 10-channel wearable optical topography (WOT-100, NeU Ltd.). We invested new simplified method of music composition to analyze brain activity of a person without instruments experience. A report of creative inspirations was conducted by raising subject’s hand as possible as small during the music composition task and we compared statistically brain activity of before and after inspirations. Correlation coefficient between brain activity and self-evaluation measured by visual analog scale (VAS) was investigated.

The present research found that right ventrolateral PFC is activated by creative inspiration. Significant brain activation of 4 subjects out of participated 5 subjects was observed ($p < 0.05$). The CBF increases delayed from inspirations and mean delay time was approximately 12 seconds. We observed weak positive correlation between brain activity and self-evaluation in a wide range. However, correlation coefficient was not statistically significant ($p > 0.05$). Simplification of music composition task possibly mask clear correlation. In conclusion, the main finding that right PFC activation by inspirations indicated important mechanism of creativity.
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1. Introduction

To bring out and control freely our brain ability that has high potential are desirable goal for more improvement of our prosperous lifestyle. Nevertheless, the human brain mechanism, especially the higher brain functions such as creativity, complex emotions and thought are not elucidated significantly even today. The elucidation of these mechanism is helpful and important for improvement and application of various field such as medical, commercial and so on. The prefrontal region of human brain is focused in the field of higher brain functional research since this region is developing specifically in comparison to other animals. In order to elucidate these, various researches have examined emotion estimation using brain activity significantly in a wide range from children to adults and one of the important factor to elucidation of the higher brain functions\textsuperscript{(1-3)}.
On the other hand, creativity is also important brain function extremely for improvement of our technics, culture, namely prosperous lifestyle. Actually, creative activities and/or creations such as music are also important factors in healing and relaxation during daily life\(^4\). When we tackle these creative activities, we often receive creative inspiration that is coming to mind suddenly good ideas. Then people obtain high-satisfaction since this inspiration sometimes creates outstanding objects, solve serious problem and lead circumstances in a good direction. Previous inspiration study have demonstrated that the cerebral blood flow (CBF) in the prefrontal cortex (PFC) increase by inspiration that is obtained using detective task of morphing image change\(^5\). In addition, Previous study which use creative tasks indicated that bilateral frontal activity in musicians greater than non-musicians during creative task and creativity is supported by increased frontal cortical activity\(^6\). However, researches which focus on creative inspiration and has attempt to reveal relationship between creative inspiration and brain activity are not adequate\(^7\). Creativity is based on divergent thinking that search ideas in various field without restrict of boundary and create enough answers including flexible ideas to open-ended problems\(^8\). Therefore, we guess that using a music is suitable for examine creative inspiration since, in general, ease to search ideas and receive inspirations because a music is extremely pervasive creation and abundant experiences and knowledge are accumulated inside of people. The present research focused on creative activity, in which the formation of a good ideas and the enthusiasm namely, creative inspiration that develops occasionally enables performing high-quality work in a project. We adopted music composition as creative task and invested new simplified music composition method that everyone can create a music since the people who have never experienced instruments cannot compose a music generally.

Neuroimaging techniques such as electroencephalogram (EEG) and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) is frequently used for measurement of human brain activity since both methods are non-invasively. Similarly, in recent years, neuroscientists also frequently use a CBF change of the frontal cortex determined using near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) that is non-invasive as index of brain activity, despite having several drawbacks in comparison to other neuroimaging techniques. For instance, NIRS can only obtain information of brain’s surface layer and has poor spatial resolution. Nevertheless, NIRS present several distinguished advantages compared with other measuring methods: simplicity of use and administration; less physical and psychological burden than existing neuroimaging techniques since low restriction of body movement; high robust with extrinsic noise in the environment such as electromagnetic wave\(^9\). Thus, NIRS can measure brain activity in state that is similar ordinary life and suitable for experiment using sound element such as music because huge noise is not occurred like fMRI.

The PFC has the higher brain functions such as creativity. Additionally, the decision making not logically, but intuitively is called the heuristic decision making and reported that associate with activation of orbitofrontal cortex (OFC)\(^10\). Thus, we speculated that creativity or creative inspiration related to OFC activity and hypothesized that the ventral PFC is activated by creative inspiration. We measured characteristics of brain activity change when creative inspiration was reported and investigated the relationship between self-evaluation, and brain activity during a music composition task. Investigating this may provide a foundation for elucidation of relationship between creativity and brain activity, the development of methods to stimulate brain activation for creativity by combining brain stimulation methods which are investigated actively and applied clinically\(^11,12\). We guess that creative inspiration is frequently used and important for not only the person who is creator such as musician but also researcher and developer and integral for development of our technics.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Participants

We examined data from healthy five participants (5 males, age range: 19–21 years) who are belonging to National Institute of Technology, Hakodate college as student. In accordance with the regulation set forth by the Life Ethics Committee of the National Institute of Technology, Hakodate college, we explained details and safety of experiment specifically and informed consent was obtained from all participants. Only one participant out of five participants had experience of playing the keyboard instrument and other participants have not played the instruments. All participants have never composed a music but, listened the music on a daily basis.

2.2 Creative Task: Simplified Music Composition

The music composition task involved the composition of instrumental pieces (vocal composition was not included) of a genre that is Rock music chosen by considering amount
of knowledge and experience of subjects. We created three instruments phrases in common key (A-minor) and tempo (120 bpm) in advance: drum phrases that were prepared 11 phrases each length of 8 bars by programing; accompaniment electric guitar phrases that were prepared 7 kinds of chord progression each length of 8 bars based on diatonic chord by recording the played electric guitar phrases. Moreover, these 7 chord progressions were created 3 sets and labeled “slow”, “middle”, “fast” by amount of sound per 1bar; melodious electric guitar phrases were prepared 11 phrases each length of 4 bars to create various combinations because we hypothesized that melody is the most important element in music for ordinary people with the same method as accompaniment electric guitar. These phrases were composed the A-minor pentatonic scale (Notes: A, C, D, E, G). Melodious electric guitar phrases were also labeled “slow”, “middle”, “fast” as similar as accompaniment electric guitar to roughly indicate phrases content to subjects. We asked subject to compose a music by choosing and combining these phrases freely using Digital Audio Workstation (DAW) software on a personal computer without playing the instruments. Whole length of music is 24 bars and separated 3 sections each 8 bars. The first section is created in advance for more simplify. Thus, subjects created 2 sections of the first section continuous. Figure 1 illustrates overview of music composition methods.

### 2.3 Creative Inspiration

In the present study, we defined creative inspiration as two follows: subjects come up with good plan, idea of composition and phrase initiatively; subjects receive some stimulus from prepared musical phrases or created pieces. We explained these definitions to all subjects before the beginning of experiments. Subjects reported inspiration by judging subjective perception following these definitions.

![Fig. 1. Illustration of simplified music composition method. Subjects chose prepared phrases and combine on the DAW software. Light fill part on the DAW picture indicates 1st section that was created in advance.](image)

### 2.4 Experimental Procedure

We quantitatively evaluated the brain activity of the subject as they performed a music composition task following a rest task. During the experiment, the subject sat on a chair facing the screen of a personal computer. The subject was instructed to keep their eyes closed during the rest task. The experimental procedure is shown in Figure 2. The first 1 min of the procedure comprised a set “Rest” period. During the “Listening the piece” period, we asked subjects to listen to the first section piece of music until subjects memorize. After these tasks, subjects proceeded “Composition” task. The cycle of “Composition” and “Listening the piece” was repeated 2 times each 1 experiment since pieces which should be created by subjects were separated 2 sections. In the second “Listening the piece”, subjects listened to the first and second section piece of music until subjects memorize. When subjects received an inspiration, we asked subjects to raise their hands as possible as small and we recorded the time. After subjects completed compose two sections, subjects evaluated self-evaluation of created respective piece subjectively using the visual analog scale (VAS). VAS is frequently used methods to assess subjective sensibility and feeling in widely fields including medical field. It consists of a line usually 100 mm in length, with index description such as “not satisfy” and “satisfy significantly” in both ends of a line. Subjects reflected their perception and marked point on a line. We measured location of points to 1 [mm] accuracy. Thus, this results became 101-points scale from 0 to 100 points\(^{(13,14)}\).

### 2.5 Measurement and Analysis of Brain Activity

We quantitatively evaluated brain activity in the PFC by measuring changes in the concentration of oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin (oxy-Hb and deoxy-Hb, respectively) using 10-channel wearable optical topography (WOT-100, NeU Ltd.) with NIRS at a sampling frequency of 5 Hz. This method uses near-infrared ray (700-900 nm) that has high bio-permeability. With the change in the oxidation state of hemoglobin, the intensity of the transmitted near-infrared ray changes because the absorption spectra of oxy-

![Fig. 2. Timeline illustrating the experimental procedure.](image)
Hb and deoxy-Hb are different. Therefore, the change in oxidation state can be evaluated from the intensity change of the ray. These indexes are highly associated with brain functional activation, thus providing reliable indicators of nervous activity for several different tasks. A CBF increases during neural activity are greater than associated activity increases of oxygen metabolism such as oxygen consumption in neuron\(^{15,16}\). This imbalance between supply and demand that is called neurovascular uncoupling is indicated that oxy-Hb follow a CBF change and decrease in deoxy-Hb as a result of neural activity. Therefore, typically, an increase in oxy-Hb and decrease in deoxy-Hb indicates that the PFC is active compared with the previous condition and a decrease in oxy-Hb and increase in deoxy-Hb indicates that the PFC is inactive (Table 1).

We used 15 seconds mean value to analysis since considering time-lag between neuronal response and a CBF change, rising and falling time\(^{17}\). To eliminate the influence of sudden change, 15 seconds of before switch between task and after one were excluded from analysis. The duration of music composition task was separated into 15-second segments and the mean data was used in analysis. The measurement regions of the PFC corresponding to each measurement channel (CH) are shown in Figure 3. We investigated the following two factors: to evaluate effect of creative inspiration to brain functional activation, we calculated mean values of oxy- and deoxy-Hb concentration change in 15 seconds after an inspirations were reported and before in 15 seconds and conducted statistical test whether there is significant difference at significance level 5 %; to confirm correlation between brain functional activation and subjective self-evaluation, we investigated the relationship between average values of oxy-Hb density change when brain activity was activated and self-evaluation that was measured using VAS. Similarly, correlation coefficient was verified statistically at significance level 5 %.

3. Results and Discussion

We conducted the experiment each 3 times to all subjects, thus obtained 30 data of brain activity during the music composition task. In total, creative inspirations were reported 15 times: subject A (a person with keyboard instruments experienced) reported 8 times; subject B reported 1 time; subject C reported 2 times; subject D reported 3 times; subject E reported 1 time. Subject A reported many inspirations compared with other subjects. This amount difference of inspirations implied that difference between a person who have music experience and who did not have.

### 3.1 Brain Activity Related to Creative Inspiration

In several experiments, A CBF change in all channels had a tendency to increase after creative inspirations were reported. In analysis through all experiments using paired t-test, we observed significance oxy-Hb increases and deoxy-Hb decreases in 9 CH only \((p < 0.05)\) namely, right ventrolateral PFC was activated by creative inspiration. A CBF change was used to demonstrate oxy-Hb. Figure 4 illustrates 30 seconds mean oxy-Hb concentration change in 9 CH after creative inspirations were reported using mean previous 15 seconds value as control. In the Figure4, each oxy-Hb change of subjects standardized using maximum value of each subjects. We deducted data of Subject C from this analysis since oxy- deoxy-Hb density change both decreased, we could not judge active or inactive following definition of Table 1. Regarding to a CBF change, subject A did not have unique reaction in comparison to other subjects unlike the amount of creative inspiration. A speed fluctuation of a CBF had difference every subjects. In particular, a fluctuation of Subject B was fast, on the contrary, fluctuation of Subject D was slow. A peak of every subjects CBF increases delayed from creative inspiration and average was

---

**Table 1.** Relationship of brain activity with changes in concentrations of oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change of oxy-Hb</th>
<th>Change of deoxy-Hb</th>
<th>Brain Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Increase" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Decrease" /></td>
<td>Active</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Decrease" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Increase" /></td>
<td>Inactive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Image](image)

**Fig. 3.** Regions of the prefrontal cortex (left image) corresponding to the measurement channels of the present study. Measurements of oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin concentrations were conducted using 10-channel wearable optical topography (right image).
approximately 12 seconds. Inspiration intensity possibly influenced this difference of fluctuation.

The data from this experiment supported our hypothesis that ventral PFC is activated by creative inspiration. Moreover, several previous research reported that creativity associated with the right PFC and also support our result. A fMRI study of high-level cognitive constructs such as creativity found creativity is related to the ability of right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and sensorimotor areas. During a divergent thinking task that create stories, the right PFC was activated significantly. There is a possibility that creative inspiration is trigger these brain functional activation.

3.2 Relationship between self-evaluation and brain activity

Mean oxy-Hb concentration change when the PFC activated based on Table 1 during the music composition task was used to demonstrate brain activity using mean oxy-Hb change of rest task as control. Especially, we focused on the medial PFC namely, 11 and 12 CH and analyzed since previous research reported pleasant and unpleasant emotion could assess using the medial PFC activity. The correlation analysis between self-evaluation measured by VAS and brain activity indicated a positive correlation. Nevertheless, this correlation coefficient was not statically significant ($p > 0.05$). Figure 5 presents the correlation between self-evaluation and brain activity in 11 CH that were standardized using maximum value of each subjects. Self-evaluation values had a tendency high scores in every subjects ($M = 72, SD = 11, N = 30$). We considered that this high score tendency is attributed to simplification of the music composition task and masked the correlation. Prepared phrases in advance was difficult to deviate from ordinary flow because that was composed based on several combinations of diatonic chord and pentatonic scale of same key. In brief, there was the possibility that all subjects can easily create moderate quality creations.

Elucidation of relationship between self-satisfaction and brain activity is essential for development of brain activation method to propose outstanding creativity. We have to adopt other index of self-satisfaction such as subjective progress or enjoyment instead of self-evaluation.

4. Conclusions

In a few limitations that we could not analyze network of each cortex specifically due to difficulty of measure widely cortex area, we examined the brain activity related to creative inspiration and correlation between self-evaluation and brain activity in the PFC. The data of former experiment supported our hypothesis of brain functional activation by creative inspiration. We did not obtain obvious correlation between self-evaluation and brain activity in later experiment. An important finding in the present research was the activation of the 9 CH namely, right ventrolateral PFC by creative inspiration. This result has similarities with previous research, which reported association of creativity and right PFC activation. In addition, intensity of creative inspiration possibly influences a CBF change since the difference of fluctuation occurred. Therefore, we should measure intensity of inspirations subjectively using VAS in the future work and verified influence.

The difference of inspiration amount between a person with instruments experienced and not one was observed. The
problems regarding difference of experienced brain activity and relationship between brain activity and amount of inspiration was generated. However, we could not argue statistically because of smallness of sample size in this study. The destination of our research is development of brain activation methods for creativity and providing good quality creative activity for artist, researcher and developer. In order to achieve this destination, we should conduct the further investigation that measure difference of brain activity between person with music composition and instruments experienced and ordinary people and use another indexes such as subjective progress or enjoyment as evaluation of creative activity with increased number of subjects.
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